ABSTRACT

This thesis analyzes about shitsuke on childcare in Japanese family and also the parents’ role in teaching shitsuke on their children, so that the children can become independent children, responsible, and have a great manner. The author uses a qualitative method and do some interview with 3 Japanese family who has child to collect the information about shitsuke on their family.

The result is showed that shitsuke on childcare in Japanese family depended on how the parents teach shitsuke to their children. Children learn attitude based upon their parents, in other words, children mimic their parents attitude. If the parents do bad attitude, it means the shitsuke which the parent taught was bad. Each family has a different method to teach shitsuke to their children, so that the children can become an independent child, responsible, and have a great manner. Japanese parents usually teach their children about independence, responsibility, and manner since young. The children were taught that norms by applying in daily life.
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